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AN INSURANCE APPRAISAL FOR THE 

TERN BAY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 
 

545 Pinellas Bayway 

Tierra Verde, Florida, 33715 

File No. 22920-03543 

December 28, 2021 

 

Phil DiGenova 

Tern Bay Homeowners Association 

545 Pinellas Bayway 

Tierra Verde, Florida 33715 

 

Dear Mr. DiGenova: 

 

At your request, Sedgwick Valuation Services Division North America, Inc. performed an update 
appraisal based on a previous full Insurance Appraisal performed on Tern Bay Homeowners Association 
property.  The estimated hazard values set forth in this appraisal are effective as of December 28, 2021.  
This appraisal update is based on the actual percentage change in building construction costs for 
materials, labor, manufactured equipment, contractor’s overhead and profit, but without provision for 
overtime, bonuses for labor, and premiums for materials upon the basis of replacing the entire appraisal 
property new as a complete unit at one time from the date of the last appraisal. 
 
The following narrative report describes the property and our method of approach to the valuation.  All 
factors that are considered relevant to the value estimate have been thoroughly analyzed and investigated.  
The values set forth in the report are subject to the assumptions, limiting conditions and certifications 
contained in this report. It must be noted that estimated values in this report do not include demolition 
cost.  Additionally, no contents, personal property, land value or other site improvements or permits have 
been included in this report. This appraisal is to be used as a guide to assist the client in their 
determination of the proper amount of insurance coverage. 
  
The appraiser has not re-inspected the subject premises and has made the following 
assumptions in arriving at the updated insurable values: 
 
1. That no structural or decorative alterations or additions have been affected to the subject premises 

since our last appraisal. 
 
2. That the rate of deterioration and depreciation has remained at the same rate as originally noted. 
 
3. That the maintenance and protection of the appraised property is being conducted in the same 

manner as noted during our original inspection. 
 
Any deviation from the above-mentioned assumptions would invalidate the updated values given.  While 
we believe these values to be accurate within reasonable limits, acceptance by any insurance company, 
corporation, branch of any federal, state or municipal government, by any individual now or in the future, 
cannot be guaranteed.  The value of land is not included in the appraisal above.  The appraiser has 
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Mr. DiGenova 
Page 2 
 
 
made no investigation of, and assumes no responsibility for title to, or liability against the property 
appraised.  As a result of our thorough appraisal investigation, we have estimated the insurable values for 
coverage of Tern Bay Homeowners Association, 545 Pinellas Bayway, Tierra Verde, Florida as of 
December 28, 2021 as follows: 
 

 

Flood Insurance 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hazard Insurance 
 
 
 
 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

Sedgwick Valuation Services Division 

 
Steve Auld 
Division Manager/Senior Appraiser 
Certified Construction Inspector #7088 
Certified Construction Consultant #7088  
Association of Construction Inspectors

 

$12,214,475  

$10,247,262  $493,694  $9,753,568  $1,778,513  $7,975,055  

“AS IS” TOTAL ESTIMATED INSURABLE VALUES 
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COST 
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Sedgwick Valuation Services Division has been successfully providing property insurance expertise 

since it was founded more than a century ago. Sedgwick Valuation Services Division’ approach to 

servicing our clients is to understand and address the needs of each individual client. This approach has 

allowed us to win acceptance with our clients and ensures they receive consistent and quality service that 

meets or exceeds their expectations. 

Our company has a proven history or stability, financial strength and respect in the marketplace.  We 

will be there when you need us. Generally, insurance appraisal or reserve study firms usually perform 

their services in a localized market with fewer appraisers, thus potentially having limitations. With 

Sedgwick Valuation Services Division being a national company with tenure in the marketplace and 

resources, we are able to perform appraisals and/or reserve studies on properties of any size throughout 

the U.S., Canada, Mexico or Caribbean. 

Sedgwick Valuation Services Division has appraisers based strategically throughout the United States. 

Our personnel have extensive experience in providing our services for virtually every type of property. 

Our appraisal division consists only of tenured people with no less than 10 years’ experience in the 

construction and content valuation business. ACI (Association of Construction Inspectors) have 

designated our appraisers as Certified Construction Inspectors. Our Reserve Studies are produced by our 

Reserve Specialist personnel. These reserve specialists have a designation received from the CAI 

(Community Association Institute) and have proven their expertise through both formal education 

programs and substantial reserve study field experience. 

The sole function of this division is to provide accurate insurance appraisals, content appraisals and 

reserve studies for our clients. The estimated replacement cost values reported in our valuations are 

derived through a number of methods. The primary method utilized for estimating the replacement cost 

in our Insurance Appraisals is provided through a software system called, Sage 300 Construction 

Estimating 9.7. This estimating software is used by a large number of construction, engineering and 

architectural companies in the United States. The database within Sage Estimating for estimating the 

replacement costs is RS Means. RS Means is an established and reputable construction data collection 

company which has been a prominent provider since 1940. The labor wage rates and material costs used 

are localized to the property’s location and pricing is based by zip codes which assures greater accuracy. 

Additionally, the database allows custom cost inputs from the marketplace furthering its accuracy. All of 

the replacement costs contained in our analysis include the contractor’s overhead and profit, all labor, 

taxes and insurance costs, as well as, general building conditions. In addition to this cost data, our 

appraisers have formed relationships in the marketplace with general contractors and architectural and 

engineering firms which are utilized in support of the cost data found in the Sage Estimating software as 

needed. 

Our central office maintains a complete database of every insurance appraisal and reserve study 

performed on behalf of our clients. This ensures that should you have questions or need a copy of a 

report at a later date, it will be provided for you. 

 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 
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Estimating the replacement cost of any building or site improvement requires a diligent effort on the part 

of Sedgwick Valuation Services Division’s valuation specialists. If the appraisal is being performed for 

the first time; or an update with inspection is being completed; or if changes have taken place to the 

property since the last valuation, the following will occur: 

 

 A consultation with the property representative to discuss the property or changes to the property 

that have occurred. 

 The Sedgwick Valuation Services Division representative will inspect and photograph all 

improvements and/or changes to the property. 

 A thorough examination of all the construction plans for the improvements and/or changes to the 

property. If the plans are not available, physical measurements and information are gathered by 

the Sedgwick Valuation Services Division representative of the improvements. 

 After all property data information is obtained, the valuation and report process will commence. 

 

The estimated replacement cost values reported in the valuation include valuations for improvements 

contained in the contracted Scope of Work and may be derived via several methods. Values may be 

obtained from current versions of valuation software from Sage Systems Sage Estimating CORE Plus 

software,  or CoreLogic’s Commercial Express. Additional sources used in deriving the estimated 

replacement cost for improvements include current versions of Corelogic’s Marshall and Swift Valuation 

Service and R.S. Means Building Construction Cost Data. 

 

All the replacement costs contained in our analysis include the following: 

 Architect’s Fees 
 Contractor’s Overhead and Profit 
 Material Costs 
 Labor, Taxes and Insurance Costs 
 General Building Conditions Costs 

 

In addition to this cost data, our appraisers have formed relationships in the marketplace with general 

contractors and architectural and engineering firms which are utilized as a check of reasonableness.  

  

 
 

 

METHODOLOGY 
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The purpose of this insurance appraisal is to provide an estimate of the Replacement Cost, Insurable 

Replacement Cost, and Depreciated Insurable Replacement Cost of the building to assist the client in 

determining the proper amount of insurance coverage only. The term, “insurance appraisal” used 

throughout this report is an insurance industry terminology and is not to be confused with a market value 

appraisal, nor should it be used in determining market value or in providing property valuation for loans 

or any other purposes. Therefore, the term, “appraiser,” as used throughout this report, is understood to be 

considered construction valuation consultants only and provide the estimated insurable value of the 

improvements of a property and not market value of the property.  
 

 
 

 Replacement Cost: 
This is the estimated total cost to construct at current prices as of the effective date of the appraisal, a 

duplicate or replica of the building, structure or site improvement being valued, using the materials, 

construction standards, design, layout and quality of workmanship specified in the existing building 

construction plans and specifications. The replacement cost, as provided in this report, does not 

consider labor bonuses, material premiums, additional costs to conform property replaced to building 

codes, ordinances, or other legal restrictions; or to the cost of demolition in connection with 

reconstruction or removal of destroyed property. 

 

 Insurance Exclusions: 
This includes basement excavation, foundation below ground, and piping below ground. 

 

 Insurable Replacement Cost: 
This is the Replacement Cost of the building less Insurance Exclusions.   

 

 Depreciation: 
This is the loss in value due to deterioration caused by usage, wear and tear, and the elements.   

 

 Depreciated Replacement Cost: 
This is the remaining value after the deduction of Insurance Exclusions and Depreciation from the 

Replacement Cost. 

PURPOSE 

DEFINITIONS 
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GROUP I 

 
Determination of Group I rates shall be based upon the CSP Code, Protection Class/Location and 
Construction Class.  Auxiliary or subsidiary occupancies (clubhouse, storage, maintenance, service, boiler 
houses, etc.) apply CSP code of primary occupancy with which associated. 
 
F = Frame (Code 1)  
Buildings where the exterior walls are wood or other combustible materials including construction where 
combustible materials are combined with other materials such as brick veneer, stone veneer, wood 
ironclad, and stucco on wood. 
 
JM = Joisted Masonry (Code 2) 
Buildings where the exterior walls are constructed of masonry materials such as adobe, brick, concrete, 
gypsum block, hollow concrete block, stone, tile or similar materials, and where the floors and roof are 
combustible. (Other than construction defined by the description for Code 7.) 
 
N-C = Non-combustible (Code 3) 
Buildings where the exterior walls, floors, and the roof are constructed of, and supported by, metal, 
asbestos, gypsum or other non-combustible materials. (Other than construction defined by the defined by 
the description for Code 8.) 
 
M N-C = Masonry Non-combustible (Code 4) 
Buildings where the exterior walls are constructed of masonry materials as described in Code 2 with the 
floors and roof of metal or other non-combustible materials. (Other than construction defined by the 
description for Code 9.) 
 
FR = Modified Fire Resistive (Code 5) 
Buildings where the exterior walls and the floors and roof are constructed of masonry or fire resistive 
materials with a fire resistance rating of one hour or more, but less than two hours. 
 
FR = Fire Resistive (Code 6) 
Buildings where the exterior walls and the floors and roof are constructed of masonry or fire resistive 
materials having a fire resistance rating of not less than two hours. 
 
Superior Masonry/Heavy Timber (Code 7) 
Joisted masonry buildings where the entire roof is a minimum of 2 inches in thickness and is supported by 
timbers having a minimum dimension of 6 inches or where the entire roof assembly is documented to 
have a wind uplift classification of 90 or equivalent. 
 
Superior Non-combustible (Code 8) 
Non-combustible buildings where the entire roof is constructed of 22-gauge metal (or heavier) on steel 
supports or where the entire roof is constructed of 2 inches of masonry on steel supports or where the 
entire roof assembly is documented to have a wind uplift classification of 90 or equivalent. 
 
Superior Masonry Non-combustible (Code 9) 
Masonry noncombustible buildings where the entire roof is constructed of 2 inches of masonry on steel 
supports or when the entire roof is constructed of 22-gauge metal (or heavier) on steel supports or where 
the entire roof assembly is documented to have a wind uplift classification of 90 or equivalent. 

ISO CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATIONS 
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GROUP II 

 
Wind Resistive (WR), Semi-Wind Resistive (SWR), Masonry (MAS), and Frame (FRM). 
 
AA = SUPERIOR 
Applies to buildings which are classified for Group I rating as Fire Resistive (Code 6) or modified Fire 
Resistive (Code 5). 
 
A = WIND RESISTIVE 
Applies to buildings which are classified for Group I rating as Fire Resistive (Code 6) or Modified Fire 
Resistive (Code 5) or Masonry Non-Combustible (Code 4). 
 
AB = SEMI-WIND RESISTIVE 
Applies to buildings which are classified for Group I rating as Modified Fire Resistive (Code 5) or 
Masonry Non-Combustible (Code 4). 
 
B = ORDINARY 
Applies to buildings which are classified for Group I rating as Non-Combustible (Code 3), Joisted 
Masonry (Code 2) or Frame (Code 1). 
 
Note:  For Group II Rating, all buildings having wood roofs are classified as Class B – Ordinary 
Construction. 
 
Mixed Construction: 
Fire Resistive or Modified Fire Resistive – 2/3 or more total floor and roof is masonry or fire resistive. 
 
Masonry Non-Combustible – 2/3 or more total floor and roof is non-combustible materials. 
 
Joisted Masonry – 2/3 or more total floor and roof is combustible materials. 
 
Non-Combustible – 2/3 or more of total wall, floor and roof is of non-combustible materials. 
 
Frame – 1/3 of the total wall area is of combustible materials. 
 
Building Types 
Type I   Buildings that are 3 stories or less 
Type II   Buildings that are 4 to 6 stories 
Type III  Buildings that are 7 stories or more 

 

ISO CONSTRUCTION CLASSIFICATIONS 
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The estimated hazard values set forth in this report are based on Florida Statutes concerning 

condominiums unless otherwise instructed by the client or the agents of the client. The Florida Statutes 

concerning condominium insurance have been amended four times since original statute. The 

amendments occurred on October 1, 1986, July 1, 1992, January 1, 2004, and January 1, 2010. The latest 

amendment is directed at the air-conditioning components within the condominium building. Previously, 

the statute stated that the air handler and condenser unit was the responsibility of the condominium unit 

owner to insure providing the climate control equipment was only servicing a single unit. As of January 1, 

2010, the statute now places the responsibility for insuring the climate control equipment (HVAC) onto 

the association to provide replacement coverage on their policy in case of a loss. Therefore, the 

association is responsible to insure 100% of the HVAC replacement cost of the condominium building, 

including those portions of the HVAC contained within the individual units. 

 

Additionally, under Florida Statute 718, the interior finishes of each condominium unit are still the 

responsibility of the unit owner to insure. Thus, the hazard insurable values in this appraisal include only 

the attached interior finishes for the common areas of the association. Therefore, based on all of the 

Florida Statute 718 amendments, the following is a list of the components that the individual 

condominium unit owners are responsible for insuring and will not be included in the estimated hazard 

insurable values of the appraisal.   

 

 Any floor finishes such as carpet, tile, vinyl, or wood within the individual unit. 

 

 Any ceiling finishes such as paint or sprayed finishes within the individual unit. 

 

 Any wall finishes such as paint, wallpaper, or ceramic tile within the individual unit. 

 

 Any electrical fixtures, appliances, water heaters, or built-in cabinets within the individual 

unit. 

 

Additionally, this appraisal does not include any individual or common building contents (i.e. personal 

property).    

ESTIMATIONS OF HAZARD VALUES 
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The following table is a guide to help identify Hazard Insurance coverage responsibilities for unit 
owners and condominium associations based on compliance with Florida Statute 718. 
 

Residential Building Elements – 
 Hazard Insurance 

Unit Owner 
Insurance 

Responsibility 

Condo Assoc 
Insurance 

Responsibility 

A. VERTICAL WALLS 
1.  Exterior Building Walls  

A.  Mesh, Lath, Sheathing, Glass, Block, Stucco (Painted)  X 

B.  Studs, Insulation  X 

C.  Unfinished Sheet Rock/Drywall  X 

D.  Interior Wall Area of Exterior Wall  
(Paint, Tile or Wallpaper or Other Wall Coverings) 

X 
 

 

2.  Unit Interior Walls Including Party Walls  

A.  Block, Studs, Insulation  X 

B.  Unfinished Sheet Rock/Drywall  X 

C.  Interior Wall Area 
(Paint, Tile or Wallpaper or Other Wall Coverings) 

X 
 

 
 

3.  Common Area Interior Walls  

A.  Block, Studs, Insulation  X 

B.  Unfinished Sheet Rock/Drywall  X 

C.  Interior Wall Area  
(Paint, Tile or Wallpaper or Other Wall Coverings) 

 X 
 

B. HORIZONTAL FLOORS INCL. CEILINGS  
1.  Unit Interior Floors   

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation  X 

B.   Floor Coverings X  

2.  Common Area Floors   

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation  X 

B.   Floor Coverings  X 

3.  Unit Interior Ceilings and Roof Area  

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation Sheet 
Rock or Drywall  

 X 
 

B.  Paint and Texture Finishes (Popcorn, etc.)  X  

4.  Common Area Ceilings and Roof Area   

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation, Sheet 
Rock or Drywall 

 X 
 

B.  Paint and Texture Finishes (Popcorn, etc.)   X 

C. ROOFING –UNIT INTERIOR & COMMON AREAS 
All Framing, Structural Supports, Decking, Insulation and Roof 
Cover 

 X 
 

D. HVAC 
All HVAC Components, including Air Handlers, Compressors 
Servicing a Single Unit 

 
 

X 
 

E.  MISCELLANEOUS UNIT INTERIOR FIXTURES 
Electrical Fixtures, Appliances, Water Heaters and Cabinetry X 

 
 
 

© Copyright, 2004, by Bruce D. Riemann 
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The estimated flood values set forth in this report if included are based on the National Flood Insurance 

Program (NFIP) guidelines prescribed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency. There are two 

values utilized by the NFIP for structures, which are Replacement Cost Value (RCV) and Actual Cash 

Value (ACV). The RCV is only utilized for habitable structures, which is defined as principal residences 

such as condominium units or single-family residences. The ACV is used for non-habitable structures 

that are not used as principal residences such as offices, clubhouses, and equipment buildings not 

included within the principal residential building. 

 

The estimated Replacement Cost (RCV) set forth in this report is defined as the total cost for reproducing 

a residential structure as of the date of the appraisal without depreciation. The estimated Replacement 

Cost (RCV) includes the following building components in common areas as well as within individual 

condominium units  

 

 All floor finishes such as carpet, tile, vinyl or wood 
 

 All ceiling finishes such as paint or sprayed finishes  
 

 All wall finishes such as paint, wallpaper or ceramic tile  
 

 All electrical fixtures, appliances, air conditioners, water heaters or built-in cabinets 
 

 All foundations, excavation, piping below ground and site work 
 

The estimated Insurable Replacement Cost (ACV) set forth in this report is defined as the total cost for 

reproducing a non-residential structure as of the date of the appraisal with depreciation. The estimated 

Insurable Replacement Cost (ACV) includes the following building components. 

 

 All floor finishes such as carpet, tile, vinyl or wood 
 

 All ceiling finishes such as paint or sprayed finishes  
 

 All wall finishes such as paint, wallpaper or ceramic tile  
 

 All electrical fixtures, appliances, air conditioners, water heaters or built-in cabinets 
 

 All foundations, excavation, piping below ground and site work 
 

Like the hazard valuation, this appraisal does not include any individual or common building contents 

(i.e. personal property).    

ESTIMATIONS OF FLOOD VALUES 
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The following table is a guide to help identify Flood Insurance coverage responsibilities for unit owners 

and condominium associations based on the National Flood Insurance Program Guidelines. 

 

Residential Building Elements – 
 Flood Insurance 

Unit Owner 
Insurance 

Responsibility 

Condo Assoc 
Insurance 

Responsibility 

A. VERTICAL WALLS 

1.   Exterior Building Walls    

A.  Mesh, Lath, Sheathing, Glass, Block, Stucco (Painted)  X 

B.  Studs, Insulation  X 

C.  Unfinished Sheet Rock/Drywall  X 

D.  Interior Wall Area of Exterior Wall (Paint, Tile or Wallpaper 
or Other Wall Coverings) 

 
 

X 
 

2.  Unit Interior Walls Including Party Walls                                            

A.  Block, Studs, Insulation  X 

B.  Unfinished Sheet Rock/Drywall  X 

C.  Interior Wall Area (Paint, Tile or Wallpaper or Other Wall 
Coverings) 

 
 

X 
 

3.  Common Area Interior Walls                                                           

A.  Block, Studs, Insulation  X 

B.  Unfinished Sheet Rock/Drywall  X 

C.  Interior Wall Area (Paint, Tile or Wallpaper or Other Wall 
Coverings) 

 X 
 

B. HORIZONTAL FLOORS INCL. CEILINGS  

1.  Unit Interior Floors     

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation  X 

B.  Floor Coverings  X 

2.  Common Area Floors     

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation  X 

B.  Floor Coverings  X 

3.  Unit Interior Ceilings and Roof Area    

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation Sheet Rock 
or Drywall          

 X 
 

B.  Paint and Texture Finishes (Popcorn, etc.)   X 

4.  Common Area Ceilings and Roof Area     

A.  Concrete, Gypcrete, Framing, Plywood, Insulation, Sheet Rock 
or Drywall 

 X 
 

B.  Paint and Texture Finishes (Popcorn, etc.)   X 

C. ROOFING –UNIT INTERIOR & COMMON  AREAS 

All Framing, Structural Supports, Decking, Insulation and Roof 
Cover 

 X 

D.  MISCELLANEOUS UNIT INTERIOR FIXTURES 

Electrical Fixtures, Appliances, Air Handlers, Water Heaters and 
Cabinetry 

 
 

X 
 

© Copyright, 2004, by Bruce D. Riemann 
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RECAPITULATION OF VALUES 

TERN BAY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

545 PINELLAS BAYWAY, TIERRA VERDE, FLORIDA 33715 

HAZARD VALUATION      

AS OF OCTOBER 30, 2021     File: 22920-03543 

BUILDING 
REPLACEMENT 

COST 
INSURANCE 

EXCLUSIONS 

INSURABLE 
REPLACEMENT 

COST DEPRECIATION 

DEPRECIATED 
REPLACEMENT 

COST 

9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 2,946,961 141,527 2,805,434 500,983 2,304,451 

8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 2,624,039 123,081 2,500,958 446,087 2,054,871 

7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING  2,225,685 114,543 2,111,142 378,366 1,732,776 

7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING  2,225,685 114,543 2,111,142 378,366 1,732,776 

PUMP HOUSE WITH POOL EQUIPMENT 19,842 0 19,842 6,350 13,493 

SWIMMING POOL 67,759 0 67,759 21,683 46,076 

SEA WALL 137,290 0 137,290 46,679 90,611 

TOTALS $10,247,262  $493,694  $9,753,568  $1,778,513  $7,975,055  

1/ The estimated replacement cost stated above includes soft and hard costs which are identified on Page 6 of this report.  
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RECAPITULATION OF VALUES 

TERN BAY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

545 PINELLAS BAYWAY, TIERRA VERDE, FLORIDA 33715 

FLOOD VALUATION      

AS OF OCTOBER 30, 2021     File: 22920-03543 

BUILDING 
REPLACEMENT 

COST 
INSURANCE 

EXCLUSIONS 

INSURABLE 
REPLACEMENT 

COST DEPRECIATION 

DEPRECIATED 
REPLACEMENT 

COST 

9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 3,581,035 n/a 3,581,035 n/a 3,581,035 

8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 3,183,322 n/a 3,183,322 n/a 3,183,322 

7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING  2,725,059 n/a 2,725,059 n/a 2,725,059 

7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING  2,725,059 n/a 2,725,059 n/a 2,725,059 

TOTALS         $12,214,475  

1/ Excavation, foundations and below ground plumbing are not excluded from valuation for flood coverage   

2/ Under NFIP guidelines, depreciation is applied to non-habitational structures only    
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The property is defined as the Tern Bay Homeowners Association, which is located in Tierra Verde, 

Florida. The property appeared to be in good condition and well maintained. It must be noted that this 

update appraisal was based on the original appraisal which, at that time, the appraiser was provided only a 

partial set of construction plans for the improvements; therefore, please see Special Limiting Conditions #3 

located in the Addendum section of this report. The following is a brief description of each component 

valued in the appraisal: 
 

  
 
 
The year built for this structure is approximately 1999.  The ISO construction code for this structure is 

JM-Joisted Masonry. The structure consists of a three level, nine-unit condominium building. The building 

contains first level parking areas with the unit living areas contained on floors two and three. The facility 

contains a total square footage of 9,360 square feet plus enclosed balcony or patio areas of 1,080 square 

feet per floor. The total area of the building consists of an area of 31,320 square feet. The estimated 

replacement cost is based on a total building square footage, which includes all living areas, common 

areas, finished and unfinished, balconies, enclosed parking areas, walkways and breezeways if applicable. 

The facility has a poured reinforced concrete first floor that is poured over a prepared base. The outer 

building walls are built of reinforced masonry block units with a painted cement stucco outer surface. The 

windows in the building are fixed and operating aluminum sash with insulated glass. Porch areas are 

enclosed with screens that are set in a lightweight aluminum frame.  

 

The roof is a pre-engineered wood truss system which is comprised of 2x6 framing with 24” spacing.  The 

truss system is covered with ½ inch CDX wood sheathing, 15 lb. felt cover, and architectural shingles. The 

interior partition walls are built with a combination of masonry block as well as studs all with drywall 

exterior finishes. The main HVAC, electrical and plumbing services appear to be adequate for the intended 

use of the structure. The HVAC is an individual central system, however only the common area ducts and 

chase lines were included in the estimated values. The estimated flood values were based the units being 

finished with good quality floor coverings and good quality cabinetry, millwork and appliances. The flood 

value assumed units with painted walls and painted textured ceiling along with one hot water heater 

PROPERTY DATA 

BUILDING ONE 3 STORY 9 UNIT 
Total of 1 
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The year built for this structure is approximately 1999.  The ISO construction code for this structure is JM-

Joisted Masonry. The structure consists of a three level, seven-unit condominium building. The building 

contains first level parking areas with the unit living areas contained on floors two and three. The facility 

contains a total square footage of 7,280 square feet plus enclosed balcony or patio areas of 840 square feet 

per floor. The total area of the building consists of an area of 24,360 square feet. The estimated 

replacement cost is based on a total building square footage, which includes all living areas, common 

areas, finished and unfinished, balconies, enclosed parking areas, walkways and breezeways if applicable. 

The facility has a poured reinforced concrete first floor that is poured over a prepared base. The outer 

building walls are built of masonry block units with a painted cement stucco outer surface. The windows 

in the building are fixed and operating aluminum sash with insulated glass. Porch areas are enclosed with 

screens that are set in a lightweight aluminum frames. The roof is a pre-engineered wood truss system 

which is comprised of 2x6 framing with 24” spacing.  The truss system is covered with ½ inch CDX wood 

sheathing, 15 lb. felt cover, and architectural shingles.  The interior partition walls are built with a 

combination of masonry block as well as studs all with drywall exterior finishes. The main HVAC, 

electrical and plumbing services appear to be adequate for the intended use of the structure. The HVAC is 

an individual central system, however only the common area ducts and chase lines were included in the 

estimated values. The estimated flood values were based the units being finished with good quality floor 

coverings and good quality cabinetry, millwork and appliances. The flood value assumed units with 

painted walls and painted textured ceiling along with one hot water heater. 

 
 
 
 
The year built for this structure is approximately 1999.  The ISO construction code for this structure is JM-

Joisted Masonry. The structure consists of a three level, eight-unit condominium building. The building 

contains first level parking areas with the unit living areas contained on floors two and three. The facility 

contains a total square footage of 8,320 square feet plus enclosed balcony or patio areas of 960 square feet 

per floor. The total area of the building consists of an area of 27,840 square feet. The estimated 

replacement cost is based on a total building square footage, which includes all living areas, common 

areas, finished and unfinished, balconies, enclosed parking areas, walkways and breezeways if applicable. 

The facility has a poured reinforced concrete first floor that is poured over a prepared base. The outer 

building walls are built of masonry block units with a painted cement stucco outer surface. The windows 

in the building are fixed and operating aluminum sash with insulated glass. Porch areas are enclosed with 

screens that are set in a lightweight aluminum frames. The roof is a pre-engineered wood truss system 

which is comprised of 2x6 framing with 24” spacing.  The truss system is covered with ½ inch CDX wood 

sheathing, 15 lb. felt cover, and architectural shingles. The interior partition walls are built with a 

combination of masonry block as well as studs all with drywall exterior finishes. The main HVAC, 

electrical and plumbing services appear to be adequate for the intended use of the structure. The HVAC is 

an individual central system, however only the common area ducts and chase lines were included in the 

estimated values. The estimated flood values were based the units being finished with good quality floor 

coverings and good quality cabinetry, millwork and appliances. The flood value assumed units with 

painted walls and painted textured ceiling along with one hot water heater 

BUILDING TWO & THREE 3 STORY 7 UNIT 
Total of 2 

BUILDING FOUR 3 STORY 8 UNIT 
Total of 1 
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Swimming Pool - Total of 1 
The swimming pool is a rectangular sized pool which measures approximately 50'-0 x 19'-0. The pool and 
the pool deck area are built with a combination of poured reinforced concrete and gunite. Included in the 
pool values are the value of all pumps, piping, filters, heaters and items necessary for operation. 

Pump House - Total of 1 
The year built for this structure is approximately 1999.  The ISO construction code for this structure is 
Group I, Code 2, Group II, B-Ordinary, Building Type I. The pump house is a single story building that 
occupies a total area of 64 square feet. The building is wood and masonry framed with painted stucco and 
lattice exteriors with a poured reinforced concrete first floor slab. The building is not finished on the 
interior and does contain electrical services for equipment operations 

Sea Wall  
The sea wall is a stepped structure that covers a length of approximately 210 feet. The wall is constructed 
of poured reinforced concrete on the lowest of the three main tiers. The second tier consists of a masonry 
block wall section and the top tier is built of treated wood 8" x 8" beams. 

 

AMENITIES 
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PROPERTY LOCATION 
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Tern Bay Homeowners Association 

 545 Pinellas Bayway 

 Tierra Verde, Florida 
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The following photographs were taken at the time of inspection and are 

representative of the property at that time. 

 
 

 

VIEW OF SIGNAGE 

 
 

PHOTOGRAPHS OF IMPROVEMENTS 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 9 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 8 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 

 

EXTERIOR VIEW OF 7 UNIT RESIDENTIAL BUILDING 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 

 

INTERIOR VIEW OF A TYPICAL UNIT VALUED FOR FLOOD INSURANCE 
(NOT INCLUDING FURNISHINGS) 
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VIEW OF PUMP HOUSE 

 

VIEW OF PUMP HOUSE 
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VIEW OF PUMP HOUSE 

 

VIEW OF PUMP HOUSE 
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VIEW OF PUMP HOUSE AND TYPICAL POOL EQUIPMENT 

 

VIEW OF SWIMMING POOL 
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VIEW OF SWIMMING POOL 

 

VIEW OF SWIMMING POOL 
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VIEW OF TYPICAL POOL EQUIPMENT 

 

VIEW OF SEAWALL 
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VIEW OF SEAWALL 
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I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief: 

 The statements contained in this report, which were used as the basis of the analysis, opinions and 

conclusions herein, are true and correct.  

 We have no known present or contemplated future interest in the property that is the subject of 

this report.  

 We have no personal interest or bias with respect to the subject matter of this report or of the 

parties involved in this assignment. 

 Neither the employment for this assignment, nor our compensation, was contingent upon the 

estimates of value contained herein. 

 The signature or signatures below indicate the individual(s) who contributed significant 

professional assistance in the determination of the insurable values set forth in this report. 

 This appraisal is to be used as a guide to assist the client in their determination of the proper 

amount of insurance coverage. 

 

Based on the data contained herein, and other valuation data, it is our considered opinion that the hazard 

insurable values of the subject property, as of December 28, 2021, are as follows: 

 

 

Flood Insurance 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hazard Insurance 
 
 
 
 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sedgwick Valuation Services Division 

 
Steve Auld 
Division Manager/Senior Appraiser 
Certified Construction Inspector #7088 
Certified Construction Consultant #7088  
Association of Construction Inspectors

 

$12,214,475  

$10,247,262  $493,694  $9,753,568  $1,778,513  $7,975,055  

“AS IS” TOTAL ESTIMATED INSURABLE VALUES 

CERTIFICATION 

REPLACEMENT 

COST 

LESS 

EXCLUSIONS 

INSURABLE 

REPLACEMENT 

COST 

LESS 

DEPRECIATION 

DEPRECIATED 

REPLACEMENT 

COST 

 

REPLACEMENT 
COST 
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1. The estimated hazard values set forth in this report are based on Florida Statutes concerning condominiums 

unless otherwise instructed by the client or the agents of the client. 

 

2. This insurable value appraisal is based on information obtained from an inspection of the building(s) and 

reflects current replacement costs based on prevailing local construction wage rates, local building material 

prices, manufactured equipment, and contractor overhead and profit. It is based on replacing each building 

as a complete unit at one time. No contents, personal property, land value or other site improvements or 

permits have been included in this report. 

 

3. In the event that appraiser was not provided complete construction plans/blueprints for use in the 

completion of this appraisal, assumptions were made regarding unseen construction components based on 

our experience in the valuation of properties similar to the subject. In the event that these assumptions are 

in error, we reserve the right to modify this appraisal, including value conclusions. 

 

4. No consideration has been given to labor bonuses, material premiums, additional costs to conform property 

replaced to building codes, ordinances, or other legal restrictions, or to the cost of demolition in connection 

with reconstruction or removal of destroyed property. 

 

5. No responsibility is assumed for legal matters, questions of survey, opinions of title, soil or subsoil 

conditions, engineering or other technical matters. Therefore, Sedgwick Valuation Services Division 

assumes that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the appraised property, which would render it 

more or less valuable. Further, Sedgwick Valuation Services Division assumes that there are no potentially 

harmful asbestos or other materials and/or site contaminants in, on, or near the soil, subsoil or structure of 

the appraised property and that there has been no disposal, discharge, leakage, or spillage of pollutants or 

contaminants, which would render it more or less valuable, whether or not these materials or contaminants 

are apparent or hidden and unapparent. No responsibility is assumed by Sedgwick Valuation Services 

Division for such conditions. In addition, no responsibility is assumed by Sedgwick Valuation Services 

Division for the cost of engineering and/or laboratory studies that might be required to discover such 

materials or contaminants. 

 

6. Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of reproduction or publication, 

in whole, nor in part, nor may it be used for any purpose by any other than the recipient without the written 

consent and approval of Sedgwick Valuation Services Division. No report is valid unless it bears an 

original signature. Copies of the report will be furnished at cost by the appraiser if needed. This appraisal 

shall be considered in its entirety. No part thereof shall be utilized separately, or out of context. 

 

7. Information, estimates, and opinions furnished to the appraiser, and contained in the report, were obtained 

from sources considered reliable and are believed to be true and correct. However, for accuracy of such 

items furnished, the appraiser can assume no responsibility. 
 

8. Neither all, nor any part of the contents of this report, especially any conclusions as to value, the identity of 

the appraiser or the firm with which he is connected, or any reference to professional designation, shall be 

disseminated to the public through advertising media, public relations media, news media, sales media or 

by any other means of communication without prior written consent and approval of the author. 

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 
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9. The conclusions presented in this report are estimates based on the data available or assembled by the 

appraiser. These conclusions must be considered opinions and not facts. 

 

10. The appraisal report only covers the Appraised Property; neither the figures, unit values, nor any analysis is 

to be construed as applicable to any other property, however similar such may be. The separate allocations 

for improvements must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal report and are invalid if so 

used. 

 

11. If there are inquiries concerning the inclusion or exclusion of items not covered by the appraisal, or the 

valuation set forth in the appraisal, such inquiries must be transmitted in writing to Sedgwick Valuation 

Services Division within 120 days of receipt of the appraisal report. If no such inquiries are transmitted 

within the stipulated period, the complete appraisal and valuation set forth herein shall be deemed to have 

been acceptable to the client. 

 

12. This appraisal report is limited as to the matters set forth herein and no opinion of value or any other type 

of opinion is to be inferred or may be implied beyond the matters expressly so stated. 

 
13. Sedgwick Valuation Services Division has had to rely on various sources to accumulate data on 

construction material and labors cost in the area in order to arrive at its opinion of the replacement cost of 

the Appraised Property. The information obtained from these sources is considered correct and reasonable, 

but is not guaranteed. No liability is assumed because of inaccuracies or errors in such information or 

estimates, although reasonable efforts have been made to confirm them. No important factors have been 

intentionally withheld or overlooked. 

 

14. The employment of the appraiser to complete this report for the purpose stated herein shall be terminated 

upon the delivery of the report to the employer or his designated representative unless the employer and the 

appraiser have agreed in writing that the appraiser's services as a consultant or expert witness have been 

retained beyond the time of completion of the report. 
 

15. The authors of this report shall not be required to give testimony or appear in court or at any administrative 

proceeding relating to this appraisal, unless this appraisal is, by agreement, made in anticipation of 

litigation. 
 

16. The liability of Sedgwick Valuation Services Division, the author(s) of this report and any other employees 

of Sedgwick Valuation Services Division is limited in total to the fee collected for preparation of this 

appraisal report. 
 

17. Acceptance of, and/or use of, this appraisal report constitutes acceptance of the above conditions. 
 

18. It must be noted that reconstruction from widespread natural disasters such as a hurricane or a flood event 

may create abnormal shortages of labor and materials, which could result in significant price increases for 

labor and materials above normal costs prior to the event.  These increases, while temporary, may last for a 

year or more before returning to normal market conditions. Therefore, the insurable values stated in this 

appraisal are estimated based on normal market conditions.  Thus, some or all of the estimated values as 

reported herein may be inadequate for reconstruction or repair in periods after a widespread natural disaster. 

STATEMENT OF ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS 
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Sedgwick Valuation Services Division is pleased to offer our clients a program to 

provide annual updates on their Insurance Appraisals for the next three years for a 

guaranteed fee.   

 

The Update Program is valid only if there are no changes to the property, i.e. new 

construction, major upgrades, etc. Changes to the property within the three-year update 

program period would require a re-inspection of the property at a higher fee. 

 

 
 

 Annual Insurance Appraisal updates on the properties provide a written validation 

of updated insurance values, thus support premium increases. 

 

 Demonstrates due diligence and impartiality on the part of the property manager 

and board members by the involvement of a third-party professional. 

 

 The cost of your update insurance appraisal is lower if enrolled in the update 

program. 

 

 

If you have not already chosen to accept the three-year annual update program and 

would like to do so at this time, please contact our Customer Service Representative at 

(407) 805-0086 x 257 or fax your request to (407) 805-9921. We will be pleased to 

provide you with a bid for the three-year annual program. 
 

ANNUAL UPDATE PROGRAM BENEFITS 

ANNUAL UPDATE PROGRAM ANNUAL UPDATE PROGRAM 
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Minimum Requirements for Non-licensed  

Commercial Residential Inspections/Valuation 

 
In accordance with Citizens Property Insurance Corporation Agent Technical Bulletin 006-20 dated July 

14, 2010, the following information is required: 

 

CERTIFICATION 
 

Name of the firm or key personnel completing the inspection/valuation: 

Sedgwick Valuation Services Division, North America, Inc. and Stephen L. Auld 

 

I, Stephen L. Auld, certify that I, or the entity listed above, have/has at least three (3) years’ experience in 

the field of commercial property inspections, commercial risk assessment, and commercial property 

replacement cost evaluation. 

 

Date:  December 28, 2021 

 

 
Steve Auld 
Division Manager/Senior Appraiser 
Certified Construction Inspector #7088 
Certified Construction Consultant #7088  
Association of Construction Inspectors 
 

 

 

PROPERTY 

 
TERN BAY HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION 

545 Pinellas Bayway 

Tierra Verde, Florida, 33715 

 

CITIZEN PROPERTY INSURANCE CORPORATION 
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VALUATION REQUIREMENTS 

 

 This valuation includes an estimate of the replacement cost for every structure to be covered. 

 The method used to determine the cost of rebuilding the structures is the current version of the 

calculation systems: 

o Marshall & Swift/Boeckh (MSB) 2021 

o Sage 300 Construction Estimating 9.7 

o R.S. Means Building Construction Cost Data 2021 

 Inspections also include clear photographs of any buildings and ancillary structures the 

applicant/policyholder wishes to insure. 

 Where multiple buildings are identical, or nearly so, representative photographs have been used. 

 Photographs of any existing damage are also included. 

 

VALUATION AND BUILDING INFORMATION 

 
Please see attached report under the Property Data section for the following information: 

 

 Identity of building being inspected 

 Year of construction 

 Total square footage 

 Number of stories 

 Number of units 

 Construction details 

 Detailed description of unit use 

 Overall condition of structure 

 Common area interior finishes 

 Type and condition of all ancillary structures on the property, including non-residential buildings 

and amenity package 

 Distance to tidal water 

 Detailed description and condition of exposures such as fireplaces, porches, decks, balconies, 

cooking exposures 

 Detailed descriptions of other property or liability hazards 
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